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Each year, The Conference Board hosts a series of 
seminars dedicated to the needs of senior level human 
capital executives. We compiled this calendar to help you 
understand these unique educational and networking 
offerings. 

These seminar topics are based upon feedback from our 
conferences as well as the insights captured through 
our extensive network to ensure that our agendas are 
focused on the topics that matter most to you. Through 
the intimate setting at our Conference Center, you will 
gain the one-to-one interactions that are necessary for 
advanced learning and knowledge sharing.

event Calendar 

For more information and to register, visit: 

www.tCBspringseminars.com  

marCH

26—27  Strategic Human resources 
Communication and Social 
media workshops

april

16—17  Communicating employee 
Benefits workshops

23—24 Bias Seminars

maY

12—13 talent acquisition Seminar

28—29 digital workplace Seminars

June

23—24  performance management 
Seminars

http://pages.conference-board.org/SPRINGHCSEMINARS.html


MARCH

Strategic Human resources 
Communication and Social Media  
Workshops
march 26–27, 2015
New Structures and Processes that Drive 
Communication Success

march 26 ■ Strategic Hr Communication planning & execution: 
Create the new Communication leadership experience
Organizations face many competitive challenges in today’s 
dramatically different workplace. To build acceptance and 
understanding from employees, you need to motivate and nurture 
relationships. 
During this full day workshop, top human resources communication 
executives and consultants reveal how they develop, implement and 
measure their communication strategies. We will showcase how 
you can overcome resistance to change and build a collaborative 
environment.

march 27 ■ Social media in the workplace: Choosing the right 
Strategy and tactics that deliver results 
Social media is changing the world as we know it. innovative 
companies use social tools like blogs and wikis to complement 
their existing internal communications strategy. The social elements 
encourage individuals to become involved on a personal level with 
company policy and culture. They encourage participation and 
knowledge sharing because they are not imposed centrally but grown 
organically. During this session, you will gain insights in connecting 
with your employees using social media.

APRIL

Communicating Employee  
Benefits Workshops
april16-17, 2015
Strategies to Streamline, Organize and  
Improve Performance

april 16 ■ Strategic employee Benefits Communication 
workshop: results-driven Communication during rapid Change
When you proactively encourage worker engagement, employees 
make better benefits decisions. During this highly interactive 
workshop, you will hear from seasoned human resources and benefits 
communicators on new ways to:
•	 Maximizing your benefits communication strategy
•	 Turning employees into educated consumers of benefits
•	 giving employees the tools to make better choices
•	 Engaging employees to get improved results
•	 Attracting and retaining employees using benefits communication
•	 Using benefits communication to create a culture of well being

April Continues…

april 17 ■ web 2.0 Benefits Communication workshop: 
achieving improving understanding, awareness and results
Using social media and your intranet  reinforces, year-round 
communication and will make information sharing simpler for 
employees. During this highly interactive workshop, senior 
employee benefits communicators and webmasters reveal how to:
•	 get results using your intranet
•	 Engage employees using technology 
•	 Formulate a powerful social media strategy
•	 Use real time communication to improve results
•	 Change attitudes and behaviors
•	 Collaborate with employees using social media tools

Bias Seminars
april 23 -24, 2015
Using Brain Research to Strengthen our  
Ability to Mitigate Unconscious Bias

april 23 ■ Breaking Bias
Human decision making is deeply biased. given how critical sound 
decision making is, it is imperative that leaders determine how to 
identify and minimize bias whenever possible. The fact is many 
biases are completely unconscious to us. To date, there has been 
no widely used model for bias mitigation. 
Join David rock, director of the neuroLeadership institute, 
along with guest presenters for a one-day session to help you 
understand and better navigate unspoken biases. This seminar will 
explore a brand new approach for breaking bias within teams and 
organizations by exposing underlying tendencies that drive our 
conceptual and resourcing decisions.

april 24 ■ Building Cultures of inclusion through mitigating 
Bias in decision making
This interactive session led by Leslie Traub of Cook ross, a provider 
of consulting in diversity, inclusion for the past 25 years, and 
unconscious bias for the last 6 years. You will learn how to build an 
organizational culture that mitigates bias in all decision, not just 
talent decisions. 
Why you should attend: 
•	 Deepen your knowledge about bias in organizations
•	 participate in a simulation that exposes bias in decision making
•	 Create strategies for your organization
•	 receive a participant guide to bring back to the office



MAY

Talent Acquisition Seminar
may 12-13, 2015
Building a Bridge between Talent Acquisition and 
your Overall Business Strategy

Supporting Sponsor: 

may 12-13 ■
To understand and explore a number of fresh and innovative 
approaches your peers have been taking in implementing a talent 
acquisition  strategy that directly links to the company’s business 
strategy and successfully attracts and retains the most qualified 
applicants. Learn techniques to align your talent acquisition activities 
directly with the priorities of your C-Suite. Explore the many 
possible solutions to help you reach your goals, including emerging 
technologies, recruitment process outsourcing, new approaches to 
the major macroeconomic shifts in near-term labor markets, strategic 
talent acquisition analytics and tools, and new branding and sourcing 
strategies. 
Lean how to:  
•	  identify the importance of talent acquisition and where it fits,  

not only into the Hr department plans, but into the overall  
business strategy. 

•	  Use solutions like rpO, advanced employee referral technologies, 
strategic internal movility programs, new solutions from recruitment 
ad agencies , and others can improve your strategy and results

•	  Become the expert in tyng your talent acquisition activities to the 
business objectives. 

Digital Workplace Seminars
may 28-29, 2015
Boosting Overall Employee Engagement and 
Collaboration Using Technology to Deliver 
Business Results

Sponsored by: 

may 28 ■ Creating, managing and evaluating the digital 
workplace 
it’s inevitable that organizations will have to embrace the digital 
workplace. For some, it may not take place for a decade, and for 
others it has already taken place. Most organizations, however, 
are somewhere between these two extremes. During this full-day 
workshop, you will hear how best practice organizations are:
•	 increasing the productivity of distributed workgroups
•	 Using technology and engagement styles to facilitate interactions
•	 Building a more flexible digital workforce
•	 improving talent attraction and retention outcomes
•	 influencing employees’ motivation, performance and productivity
•	  Leveraging technology and skills across partner, employee and 

customer channels

May Continues…

may 29 ■ employee engagement and Social Collaboration 
within our organizations 
Employees are much more mobile, and companies are moving 
away from assigned offices and toward more open and 
technologically equipped workspaces that promote collaboration. 
new communication strategies are delivering higher returns on 
technology investments by leveraging technology and skills across 
partner, employee and customer channels. During this workshop, 
best practice organizations discuss new ways to:
•	 Create the workplace of the future
•	 Select the most effective communication strategies
•	 improve employee morale and productivity
•	 partner with employees to improve digital effectiveness
•	 Overcome resistance to change
•	 Measure the effectiveness of your strategy

JUNE

performance Management 
Seminars
June 23-24, 2015
Design and Implement Systems to  
Unlock Performance

June 23 ■ reinventing performance management through 
neuroscience
performance Management continues to be one of the most 
challenging activities, with many companies losing a whole quarter 
of productivity at review time. The emphasis continues to be on 
technology and measurement solutions, instead of tackling the 
challenge where it is hardest: changing the mindset and the quality 
of conversations.
Join David rock, Director of the neuroLeadership institute, along 
with guest presenters for an interactive experience to help you 
significantly improve the effectiveness of your performance 
programs, or even develop a whole new strategy for managing 
performance.

June 24 ■ performance management: Best practices for 
optimal Business results 
Employees often dislike their company performance management 
process but organizations are reluctant to scrap the process 
as they know it. With some research indicating that only 14% 
of companies are happy with their performance management 
processes, the question is, why are most unhappy and what can be 
done about it? Join David Cohen, Founder of the Strategic Action 
group for this one day seminar which will change the way you look 
at the performance review process. 
This seminar will help you identify where on the continuum of 
performance management maturity your organization is and the 
elements needed to move it to a higher level.

For more information and to register, visit www.tCBspringseminars.com

http://pages.conference-board.org/SPRINGHCSEMINARS.html

